The biometric tech industry\'s latest efforts to combat Covid-19 are detailed on our front page -- and should be celebrated. Since March, we\'ve reported on the rapid launch of new face mask recognition, temperature detection, contactless access control and other biometric systems from numerous vendors that are now being deployed everywhere from the United Nations to the Beijing subway system.

But the growing use of biometric surveillance tech to fight the coronavirus in countries like China, Russia and elsewhere has also prompted over 100 civil rights organisations to campaign against what they describe as an "unprecedented global wave of invasive surveillance techniques" being used in the fight against the pandemic.

These agencies are urging governments to ensure their use of tracking apps and mass surveillance tools is "strictly in line with human rights". They suggest eight key conditions to justify their use -- including that they are lawful, necessary, proportionate, time-bound and justified by legitimate public health objectives.

Edin Omanovic, advocacy director at Privacy International (PI), one of the agencies involved, said: "The wave of surveillance we\'re seeing even surpasses how governments responded to 9/11. The technologies being deployed around the world pose a grave and long-term threat to human freedom."

PI has also issued guidance for companies developing technology to combat Covid-19, to avoid exploitative data practices, saying: "Before gathering, analysing and offering more data, companies should be mindful of the following points: what is your objective? Is it lawful? Are you being transparent? Does it respect data protection principles? Are you profiting from the pandemic?"

The UK Government\'s Biometrics Commissioner, Professor Paul Wiles, has backed this stance. Last month he warned about the long-term use of Covid-19 contact tracing apps and digital immunity certificates. He said their use is probably in the public interest, but added: "It is important that public trust is encouraged by the limitations of that surveillance, to balance the immediate public interest against citizens\' longer-term interest in privacy, and to ensure that such surveillance is not extended beyond the coronavirus emergency."

Yet on the positive side, biometric systems are likely to become increasingly vital as countries lift their Covid-19 lockdowns and introduce coronavirus antibody tests and eventually a vaccine.

A new report from *Reuters* has highlighted how biometric ID systems could be a 'game-changer' at this stage. *Reuters* picks out a system from iRespond, which the company claims can biometrically authenticate individuals who have tested for the virus and tie them to a high-security document that offers 'non-refutable' proof that they have immunity. "This would be a very valuable credential," said Larry Dohrs, southeast Asia head at iRespond.
